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Biologically Inspired, Sophisticated Motions from Helically
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Biological motions, such as the wing flapping of flying creatures
and the body undulation of reptiles, are produced to perform
sophisticated functions through the synergetic interactions of
muscles and nerve systems.[1–4] To mimic these motions in
robots, complex mechanical components are required; however,
their miniaturisation is a challenge governed by force-scaling
laws, and unconventional solutions are needed for propulsion,
actuation, and manufacturing.[5–7] Thus, designing and fabricating high-power-density artificial muscles using a convenient
and efficient method is important.[8–10]
Carbon nanotubes have been extensively explored as a functional material due to their unique one-dimensional structure
and remarkable properties including their light weight, high
tensile strength, high electrical conductivity, and large surface
area.[11–15] Unexpectedly, helically and hierarchically assembled macroscopic multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT)
fibers[16–18] have been found to simultaneously display a contractive and torsional actuation upon the application of low
electric currents, and tunable motions are created from the
three-dimensional electromechanical actuation of single fibers
without complex architectures. Because of the high tensile
strength on the level of 103 MPa and electrical conductivity on
the order of 103 S/cm in the MWCNT fiber, the actuation may
generate a stress more than 260 times the typical natural skeletal muscle with high reversibility,[19] good stability, high work
density, extremely low functioning electric field, and availability
to various media.
The formation of MWCNT fibers is schematically shown
in Figure 1a. A helical primary MWCNT fiber is first continuously dry-spun from an MWCNT array synthesised by chemical
vapour deposition (Figure S1 and Movie S1). Both the left and
right-handed MWCNT fibers can be produced by changing the
twisting direction during spinning. Figure 1b shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a left-handed fiber
with a helical angle of approximately 32° and a uniform diameter of 16 µm. The used MWCNT had an average diameter of
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approximately 10 nm, and the number density of the MWCNTs
was calculated as approximately 6 × 1011 cm−2. The MWCNTs
were highly aligned along the helical direction (Figure 1c). The
prepared fibers were further twisted to form the desired secondary fiber by stabilising one end while rotating the other end
(Figure S2). A series of secondary fibers with increasing helical
angles were formed by varying the rotary speed and time, and
the left-handed helical structure was primarily used in the following study unless specified. Figures 1d-i show the secondary
fibers with increasing helical angles of approximately 6°, 19°,
24°, 31°, 37°, and 43°, respectively, based on the same primary
fiber. These secondary fibers varied from 110 to 140 µm in
diameter, and the primary fibers were also aligned in a format
similar to the MWCNTs in the primary fiber (Figures 1j and
S3). The secondary fibers were flexible and strong and could be
further shaped into various forms, such as a spring (Figure 1k),
using thermo-hydro treatments.
A single secondary fiber was attached to a paper in a curved
structure, which then produced a unique motion similar to that
of a wing (Figure 2a). The paper flapped up upon applying a current and returned to its original position after the current was
disconnected (Movie S2). Figure 2b further shows the motion
trail over a period of 1 s with the current passed at 0 ms and disconnected at 500 ms. The flapping angle was sharply increased
at 66.7 ms and slightly increased until 266.7 ms. Upon removal
of the current, the artificial wing rapidly returned to the original
state. The motion trail was further quantitatively analysed using
a frame-by-frame method (Figures 2c and d). The maximal flapping angle was approximately 43° at 50 mA with 19.1° completed in the first 33.3 ms. The initial average angular velocity
reached 570°/s; however, the weight of the artificial wing was
100 times larger than that of the secondary fiber. The flapping
frequency was the same as the current frequency at below 1 Hz
and slightly lagged at higher frequencies because of the relatively higher load of the attached paper (Figure 2d). The flapping frequency could be tuned by varying the frequency of the
passed current; the flapping frequency was comparable with
that of a butterfly.
A single secondary fiber can be folded and twisted into
a larger helical fiber similar to the supercoiled structure of
DNA at a middle point (Figures 1l-n). When a glass bar (with
a weight of 5000 times the fiber) was fixed at the folding point
(Figure S4), the bar rotated when a current was applied. The
maximum rotary angle reached approximately 180° (Figure S5
and Movie S3). After removal of the glass bar, a tunable and
complex motion similar to a wagging animal tail was produced (Figure 3a). When a pulse current with a magnitude of
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Figure 1. SEM images of hierarchically and helically assembled MWCNT fibers at three levels. a) Schematic illustration of the helical assembly of
MWCNTs into primary and secondary fibers. b) A primary fiber assembled from aligned MWCNTs with a helical angle of approximately 32°. c) Higher
magnification of (g). d-i) Secondary fibers assembled from 50 primary fibers with increasing twisting angles of appropriately 6°, 19°, 24°, 31°, 37° and
43°, respectively. j) Higher magnification of (f). k) Photograph of a secondary fiber being shaped into a spring structure after a thermo-hydro treatment.
l-m) A secondary fiber being bent and twisted.

125 mA was passed through the fiber at 0 ms and disconnected
at 500 ms over a period of 1 s, because the tail section marked
by a red dot was not fixed, it could move flexibly during the
actuation process (Movie S4). Both the speed of motion and
amplitude were high for the first 233 ms and then reduced for
the following 267 ms. After removing the current, the tail rapidly swung back to its original state.
To better understand the motion of the tail end, it was traced
by high-speed cameras upon the addition of both pulse and
linear currents (Movies S5 and S6) and reconstructed through
a frame-by-frame analysis (Figure 3b). The end of the tail could
reverse back to the original point along the forwarding path
after removal of the current, and the reversible motions could
be repeated with high stability (Figures 3c and S6). Note that the
“power off” curve was more fluctuated than the “power on” curve
in Figure 3c. This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that
the fiber movement under the electromechanical actuation was
fast, while the recovery motion of the fiber was much slower.
Therefore, the recovery motion would be more affected by the
atmosphere with larger fluctuations, particularly considering
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that the MWCNT fiber was flexible and lightweight. To quantitatively describe the trajectory, a one-dimensional motion trajectory along the Z axis was further extracted (Figure 3d). The
tail end swung to its highest point within less than 0.1 s upon
passing the current and reversed back to its original point by
0.5 s. The linear swinging velocity reached ∼1.75 m/s in 7.5 ms
with an initial accelerated velocity of ∼90 m/s2 (Figure 3e), which
was greater than 10 times that of a cheetah.[20] Although the
three-dimensional trajectory for the linear current was similar
to that for the pulse current (Figure S7), the real-time swinging
trajectory was different (Figure 3f); for example, the swing
amplitude was slightly increased within the initial 0.4 s and then
largely increased when a linear electric current with a scan rate
of 117 mA/s was passed through the tail. In addition, the tail end
could be accurately controlled by varying the current magnitude
with good durability. For example, the tail end was maintained at
2.1, 3.2 and 4.0 mm along the Z-axis for more than half an hour
at 60, 80 and 120 mA, respectively (Figure 3g).
The trajectory of the tail end was similar to an arc and can
be described by the motion of the angle (Figures S8 and S9)
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Figure 2. Flapping motion of artificial wing. a) Schematic illustration of an artificial wing. b) Photographs of the motion trail when the artificial wing was
flapped up and down upon the addition of a current of 50 mA over a period of 1 s. The current was turned on at t0 (0 s) and off at t4 (500 ms). c) Dependence of the flapping angle on time. d) Dependence of the flapping angle and ratio of f/fc on the current frequency. Here, fc and f correspond to the
current frequency and measured flapping frequency of the artificial wing, respectively.

using an exponential decay equation: θ (t ) = θ eq + Δθ e − t /τ . The
motion equation can be obtained as follows (see Supporting
Information):
dθ (t )
= −α t 2 [θ (t ) − θ eq ]
dt

(1)

Herein, θ (t ) = θ eq + Δθ exp( −α t 3/3), where R = 4.99 cm, θeq =
3.96, Δθ = 1.26 and α = 8.1855 s−3 at a current-increasing rate of
117 mA·s−1. Clearly, the fitted curve matches the experimental
data well (Figure S10), verifying that the quadratic power law
obtained by the scaling analysis was reasonable.
The sophisticated and controlled motions were produced
by a contractive and torsional electromechanical actuation. To
understand the unique actuation of the secondary fibers, the
primary fiber was investigated (Figures S11-14). For the primary MWCNT fiber, the maximal contractive stress occurred at
a helical angle of 32° that was used to prepare the secondary
fiber if not specified (Figure S12). The secondary fiber rotated
in opposite directions at the two ends when the middle part
remained motionless (Movie S7). The generated contractive
stress was dependent on the helical angle of the secondary
fiber, and a maximal value of over 21 MPa occurred at a helical
angle of appropriately 31° (Figure 4a). In addition, the contractive stress was increased with the increasing current at the
investigated range under the same other conditions such as a
helical angle of 31° (Figure 4b). The contractive stress reached
26.3 MPa at 150 mA, more than 260 times of natural skeletal
muscles. As expected, the rotary angle was also increased with
the increasing current (Figure 4b). The rotary angle was continuously increased as the current increased, and a rotary angle
of approximately 65° was obtained at 150 mA (Figure 4b and
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Movie S8), which was appropriately twice that of the primary
fiber with a helical angle of 32° even though the used power
density in the secondary fiber was only one-seventh of the
power density in the primary fiber (Figure S14). The electromechanical actuation was fast and could be completed in milliseconds (Figure 4c). In addition, the maximal rate of the stress
output reached 230 MPa/s. The secondary fiber showed high
electromechanical reversibility, and no obvious decrease was
found in the contractive stress after 1000 cycles (Figure S15).
The contractive actuations were carefully compared for the
non-helical primary fibers, helical primary fibers, and the corresponding secondary fibers under similar power densities
(Figure 4d). The primary fiber with a helical angle of 32° generated a stress of 2 MPa compared with 0.85 MPa of its nonhelical counterpart. The produced stress from a non-helical
fiber was derived from the fact that MWCNTs are not perfectly
aligned along the axial direction. Interestingly, the generated
stress was magnified from the primary to secondary fibers.
For example, the contractive stresses of the helical secondary
fibers that were composed of 50 helical primary fibers (helical
angle of approximately 32°) increased to 3.3, 6.6, 11.9 and
19.1 MPa as the secondary helical angle increased to 6°, 19°,
24° and 31°, respectively. The highest stress of 19.1 MPa (A4 in
Figure 4d) was more than 9 times larger than that of its component primary fiber (A0 in Figure 4d). A similar dependence of
the contractive stress on the helical angle was also discovered
for the secondary fibers prepared from non-helical primary
fibers (Figure S16). The maximum contractive stress at a secondary helical angle of approximately 35° was 11.8 MPa (B4 in
Figure 4d), which was more than 14 times that of its component
non-helical primary fiber (B0 in Figure 4d). In addition, the contractive stress produced by the secondary fiber assembled from
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Figure 3. Waggling motion of an artificial tail. a) Photographs of the motion trail of a self-twisted secondary fiber with two fixed ends. The used secondary fiber was assembled from 50 primary fibers (helical angle of 35°) with a secondary helical angle of approximately 31°. A current of 125 mA was
passed through the fiber, and a period of 1 s was studied with the current turned on and off at 0 and 500 ms, respectively. b) Three-dimensional trajectories upon the addition of a pulse current of 140 mA. c) Projective trajectories on the Y-Z plane for three cycles by passing a pulse current of 140 mA.
d) Dependence of the displacement along the Z-axis on time. e) Dependence of the linear velocity and accelerated velocity on time. f) Dependence of
the displacement along the Z-axis on time upon the addition of a linear current with a scan rate of 117 mA/s. g) Displacement of the tail end along
the Z-axis upon the addition of a current (60, 80 and 120 mA) for 2000 s.

the helical primary fibers was much higher than that from the
non-helical primary fibers, i.e., 1.5-2 times at similar secondary
helical angles of 30-37°.
The thermal expansion coefficient for the fiber was calculated
to be at the level of −10−6/ºC; thus, the contribution of the Joule
heat to the contractive stress is negligible.[21–23] Here, a scaling
analysis (see Supporting Information) showed that the contractive and rotary actuations could be explained by Ampere’s Law
and the Law of the Lever, in which the mechanical property of
the fiber also plays an important role (Figures 4e-g). The electromagnetic force governed by Ampere’s Law was the primary
driving force for the actuation but was too weak, whereas the
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Law of the Lever could amplify the force to an observable scale.
The amplification magnitude depended on the stiffness of the
primary or secondary fibers by considering individual MWCNTs
or primary fibers as levers. For a better understanding of the
electromechanical actuations generated by the primary and secondary fibers, a detailed simulation and analysis is provided in
the Supporting Information. It shows that the simulated results
(Figure S17) agreed well with the experimental observations,
verifying that the mechanism on basis of Ampere’s Law and the
Law of the Lever was reasonable.
Note that the simulated maximal contractive force appeared
at a critical θ of approximately 40°, whereas the measured
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Figure 4. Electromechanical actuations of the secondary fibers. a) Dependence of contractive stress on secondary helical angle upon pass of the
same current of 125 mA. b) Dependence of contractive stress and rotary angle on current under the same secondary helical angle of 31°. Here the
point at the top one-fifth part was studied as a demonstration. c) Dependence of the contractive stress (black line) and stress rate (red line) on time.
d) Contractive stresses of the primary and secondary fibers with increasing helical angles. A0 and B0 correspond to the twisted (helical angle of 32°)
and non-twisted, respectively, primary fibers upon applying a current of 2.5 mA. A1, A2, A3, and A4 correspond to secondary fibers assembled from
50 twisted primary fibers (helical angle of 32°) with increasing secondary helical angles of appropriately 6°, 19°, 24°, and 31°, respectively. B1, B2, B3
and B4 correspond to secondary fibers assembled from 50 non-twisted primary fibers with increasing secondary helical angles of approximately 5°,
15°, 28°, and 35°, respectively. The applied current for A1-A4 and B1-B4 was the same as the 125 mA current application. The inserted graph shows the
cross-sectional power density. e) Cross-sectional view of a fiber. f, g) Side views of the labelled unit and circled area at (d) before and after, respectively,
the application of electric current.

critical helical angles appear at 32° and 31° for the primary and
secondary fibers, respectively (Figures 4a and S12b). This difference was explained by the following two observations. First,
the distances among MWCNTs decreased as the helical angle
increased; thus, more and more electrons hopped among the
MWCNTs rather than to move along the axis.[24,25] The hopping conduction did not contribute to the attractive force
among the MWCNTs; thus, the electromagnetic forces among
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the MWCNTs were decreased as the helical angle increased.
Second, as shown in Figure S18, the moduli at the helical
angles of 0°, 8°, and 16° were similar, whereas the modulus was
much lower at a higher helical angle, such as 43°. Therefore,
the mechanical behaviour was largely changed due to the overtwisting at a higher helical angle with decreasing contractive
stress. For the secondary fibers, a similar relationship existed
between the modulus and the helical angle (Figure S19).
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Experimental Section
Experimental details are included in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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The above electromechanical actuations and applications
were performed in air. We had also investigated other environmental media, such as water and electrolyte solutions, and
the electromechanical actuations were observed for these fiber
muscles (Movie S9). Here the twisted MWCNT fibers were prepared by a dry-spinning process, and for the twisted MWCNT
fibers synthesized by the other methods such as floating catalyst CVD method, the same phenomenon had been also
observed. The combined mechanism based on Ampere’s Law
and the Law of the Lever at the nanoscale level could also be
generalised to develop a series of electromechanically torsional
materials through the helical and aligned arrangement of conductive one-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanowires
and other nanotubes.[26–29]
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